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Introduction 
Smithers Exploration Group (SEG) is a not-for-profit organization that has represented the mineral 

industry in northwest British Columbia since 1971.  SEG began the collection of Cordilleran rock suites in 

the 1980s and the original collection was intended to capitalize on the geologic heritage of northern BC 

for the development of regional expertise.  However, the original collection was under-utilized and not 

kept up-to-date. 

In 2017, SEG began to update the collection under the direction of retired regional geologist Paul 

Wojdak.  The approximately 2000 rock samples were catalogued, labelled and made available in a 

purpose-designed Rock Room.  They cover plutonic, volcanic, sedimentary, and metamorphic suites, 

stratigraphic suites, and mineral deposits.   

The collaboration with Geoscience BC and matching donors allowed SEG to add samples from new 

mines and collections.  SEG also used technology to preserve rock suites and samples digitally, expand 

access to the collection virtually, and increase educational opportunities with online-hosted posters and 

guided field trips.  And while COVID required SEG to make some creative changes, the heart of the 

original application, to grow and promote the Rock Room, remained the same. 

Rock Room Upgrades 
 
The Rock Room occupies a spacious classroom at the SEG office in Smithers. More than 2000 rock 

samples are now catalogued (Figure 1), clearly labelled and stored in trays that can be removed for 

handling and close examination. Work included: 

• Adding daylight bulbs for accurate colour descriptions and photography 

• Setting up a microscope and Dino-lite station for detailed investigation 



   
• Installing a light box to enhance photography for both the ongoing digital collection and to 

provide real-life photos to interested parties who are unable to visit in person 

• Accepting and collecting shipments of samples from mines, exploration programs, and retiring 

geologists across the province 

• Creating new trays for interesting and important teaching specimens that otherwise did not fit 

in the catalogued collection 

• Developing a full safety plan and posting for SEG’s Rock Room area and office space.  New first 

aid kits and an eye wash station were installed for easy access. 

 

 

Figure 1. The web-based sample catalogue is updated regularly as samples are added to the collection.  The catalogue is 
searchable by keywords or suites, and allows users to "shop" for samples that can then be photographed or displayed on trays 
during a site visit. 

Digital Developments 
 
SEG was able to leverage the Geoscience BC grant by working with another Geoscience BC grant 

recipient, Below BC.  This collaboration was a highlight of the 2-year project.  Below BC’s BC Geological 

Heritage Project allowed many of the Rock Room specimens to be digitally photographed in high 

definition, with close ups.  From this, an exciting partnership manifested and the two groups were able 

to create one online interactive map (https://bbcga.com/bc-interactive-map/), complete with 3D 

photographs and hyperlinks to SEG’s entire Rock Room catalogue (Figure 2).  Additionally, Below BC 

shared their digital online database with SEG, allowing SEG to add much more information to the 

existing catalogue, including MINFile data and GIS coordinates.   

https://bbcga.com/bc-interactive-map/


   

 
Figure 2. SEG's interactive map (hosted by Below BC) shows the 3D digital photograph of the rock specimen selected, the 
location where it was found, descriptive information about the sample, and  links to SEG’s own website and catalogue. 



   
 
Originally, SEG planned to have 100 samples made into thin sections.  However, after considering the 

preparation involved, the possible destruction of some important samples, and the overall use of thin 

sections to field geologists and prospectors, SEG decided to analyze samples with a TerraSpec mineral 

identifier.  The TerraSpec gives immediate identification of alteration minerals in rock samples, key 

components of the advanced prospectors’ course and digital posters. 

 

 

 
Figure 3. The ASD TerraSpec Halo is a non- destructive hand-held unit with a pull-trigger.  Immediate identification of alteration 
minerals and digital downloading made it simple to use and gave SEG additional, useful information for educational posters and 
the advanced prospectors’ course. Lorie Farrell makes it look easy! 



   
 

Course Development  
  
The development of a local rockhound course led to the creation of a self-guided “geotour” of the 

Babine Lake-Hazelton area, spearheaded by Dr. Don MacIntyre, P.Geo. Available to download on the 

SEG website (http://smithersexplorationgroup.com/events/geotour-of-the-smithers-babine-lake-

hazelton-area, Figure 4), each stop has corresponding hand samples available to view in the Rock Room. 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Geotour of the Smithers-Babine Lake-Hazelton area, on SEG's website. 

 
 
The tour was also photographed by Below BC using digital and Gigapan technology.  The digital tour is 

hosted on Below BC’s website (https://bbcga.com/hazeltonarcgeotour_main/, Figure 5), with notations 

indicating samples that are available in 3D. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://smithersexplorationgroup.com/events/geotour-of-the-smithers-babine-lake-hazelton-area
http://smithersexplorationgroup.com/events/geotour-of-the-smithers-babine-lake-hazelton-area
https://bbcga.com/hazeltonarcgeotour_main/


   

 
 

 
Figure 5. The digital version of the geotour is hosted on the Below BC website.  Stops are marked on the maps and notations 
indicated if hand samples are available in 3D.  Gigapan images  are linked at the bottom of the webpage. 

 
SEG’s most ambitious project, the advanced prospectors’ course, encompasses all of these images, 

samples, and technologies.  The course is based on Tom Richards’s original teaching manual (kindly 

loaned to us by the East Kootenay Chamber of Mines regional group) and the Ministry of Energy and 

Mines prospector course.  With many donated hours from Dr. Tom Richards, P.Geo, SEG now has a 

complete and extensive advanced prospectors’ course that can be offered modularly, virtually, or as a 

workshop (or any combination of all three).   

 

Included in this course, and soon to be hosted digitally on the Below BC site, are the educational posters 

originally created for Rock Talk 2019 and 2020, plus some newly developed ones.  SEG and Below BC are 

currently working with a digital illustrator to make the posters more user-friendly for an online 



   
audience.  The Centre for Training Excellence in Mining (CTEM) joined our collaborative effort in April, 

putting additional money toward this part of our project and letting us complete several sections of the 

Below BC website. 

 

 
Figure 6. An example of one of SEG's digital education posters, showcasing Rock Room samples, and part of SEG’s advanced 

prospector course. 



   

 
SEG’s Rock Room with its Cordilleran Rock Suites is making Smithers home to a unique tool for 

explorationists.  It will continue to attract student, industry and government attention to Smithers as a 

community committed to the growth of the minerals industry in BC. 

Outreach 
 
As part of this project, SEG sent representation to the following conferences:  

• Kamloops Exploration Group’s annual conference (2019 – presented a talk on the Rock Room 

collection and work) 

• SEG’s Rock Talk (2019 and 2020 – sample displays, poster development and presentations, Rock 

Room workshops, social events in the Rock Room)  

• Association for Mineral Exploration’s Roundup in Vancouver (2019 and 2020 – regional table 

displays, poster in 2020 (Figure 7), outreach at BC Night, Rock Room specimen showcases) 

 

 
Figure 7.  SEG's Roundup poster, developed and presented in 2020 by T. Richards and P. Ogryzlo, inspired by work being done in 
the Rock Room. 

  



   

Personnel 
  
SEG was proud to be able to support a variety of local subcontractors throughout this project, and 

everything from administrative support to geological expertise to map production would not have been 

possible without them.  
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